International Society for the History of the Neurosciences
http://www.ishn.org

Application for FULL MEMBERSHIP 2006

The International Society for the History of the Neurosciences (ISHN) was founded in 1995. Its mission is to:

- improve communication between individuals and groups interested in the history of neuroscience;
- promote research in the history of neuroscience; and
- promote education in and stimulate interest for the history of neuroscience.

1995  Founding Meeting  Montreal, Quebec, Canada
1996  1st Annual Meeting  Buffalo, New York, USA
1997  2nd Annual Meeting  Leiden, The Netherlands
1998  3rd Annual Meeting  Annapolis, Maryland, USA
1999  4th Annual Meeting  Zürich & Lausanne, Switzerland
2000  5th Annual Meeting  Providence, Rhode Island, USA
2001  6th Annual Meeting  Cologne, Germany
2002  7th Annual Meeting  Los Angeles, California, USA
2003  8th Annual Meeting  Windsor Great Park, UK
2004  9th Annual Meeting  Montreal, Quebec, Canada
2005  10th Annual Meeting  St. Andrews, Scotland

The Journal of the History of the Neurosciences: Basic and Clinical Aspects, the official organ of the society, is published by Taylor & Francis (formerly by Swets & Zeitlinger). Now in its 15th year, the Journal provides a forum for investigations in the field of neuroscience history, as broadly defined, including the history of basic, clinical, and behavioral neurosciences, ancient and non-western topics, and significant individuals, events, and technical advances. ISHN is a focal point for those interested in neuroscience history and offers, through its journal and annual meeting, opportunities to contribute to this rapidly growing field.

FULL MEMBERSHIP in the ISHN for the calendar year January-December 2006 includes all privileges of membership, all mailings, and a one year subscription (volume 15, in 4 issues) to the Journal of the History of the Neurosciences. You may purchase back issues of the Journal directly from the publisher. Invoices for renewal of your membership will be sent in late fall of the calendar year.

Please complete the form on the opposite side of this sheet and submit it to the ISHN Secretary, who will update the ISHN membership database and forward the form to Customer Service at Taylor & Francis, the publisher of the Journal. Taylor & Francis will send you a pro-forma invoice, which may be paid by check, credit card, or wire transfer. The publisher will enter your subscription to the Journal and remit the Membership Dues portion of your payment to the ISHN Treasurer.

To be included in the online ISHN Membership Directory, complete and return a 2006 ISHN Membership Directory—Personal Data Sheet (available at the ISHN website)
Application for **ISHN FULL MEMBERSHIP** 2006  ☐ New  ☐ Renewal

ISHN Membership includes an individual subscription to *Journal of the History of the Neurosciences: Basic and Clinical Perspectives* (JHN) at a discounted society rate. Membership and the Discounted Society Rate Subscription for 2006 is £66 or US$110 plus local and national sales tax where applicable. (The normal Individual Rate, which does not include ISHN membership, is £81 or US$134.)

To take advantage of this offer, please complete the form below and **mail or fax it to the ISHN Secretary**. The Secretary will update the ISHN mailing list and membership directory, then forward the form to Customer Service at [Taylor & Francis](http://www.tandfonline.com), the publisher of JHN. Taylor & Francis will send you a pro-forma invoice.

☐ Please enter my membership in ISHN and subscription to *Journal of the History of the Neurosciences* (Volume 15, 2006, Quarterly, ISSN Print 0964-704X)

ISHN Membership + Discounted Society Rate Subscription:  ☐ £66*  ☐ US$110*

*Please choose one; the US Dollar rate applies to subscribers in all countries except the UK and Republic of Ireland, where the Sterling rate is applicable.

Name  _______________________________________________________________________________________

Address  ____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

City/State _____________________________ ZIP____________________ Country ______________________

Telephone _____________________________ Fax _____________________________

E-mail _______________________________________________________________________________________

---

**Do not include payment.** You will receive a pro-forma invoice from Taylor & Francis.

**Please send this form to:**

**Laurie Swan (ISHN Secretary)**  
Department of Physical Therapy  
University of the Pacific  
3601 Pacific Avenue  
Stockton, California 95211  USA  
+1-209-946-2886 Phone  
+1-209-946-2367 Fax

---

**Contact Information**

http://www.ishn.org